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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

First single-axis solar tracker installed in Yukon
Cambridge Energy Partners and Solvest install next-generation solar tracker that is
pre-fabricated and movable in Yukon, Northern Canada
CAMBRIDGE, July 23, 2019— Cambridge Energy Partners (CEP) announced today the successful
installation and testing of its novel Nomad solar PV tracker in Whitehorse, Canada. The single-axis
tracker was installed by Solvest Inc., the largest installer of solar energy across the Canadian North.
CEP’s Nomad solar tracker is the first of its kind – it rotates to follow the sun from sunrise to sunset and
is prefabricated and movable. Nomad solar trackers are purpose-built for challenging locations, where
installation costs are high or where project lives are short. Nomad systems can be rapidly installed in
scalable 15 kW units, moved to new site after installation, and are suitable for both small and large-scale
projects.
Single-axis solar trackers are the preferred technology of major solar companies globally due to their
increased energy yield. However, trackers have not been successfully deployed in Northern Canada until
CEP’s team of industry-leaders developed the Nomad system.
"The successful implementation of our Nomad system in the Canadian North is an important step in
driving down solar installation costs in remote areas, while at the same time increasing energy yield. The
combination of these two factors will significantly lower the total cost of renewable energy in remote
regions,” said Tom Miller, CEO of Cambridge Energy Partners.
“The Nomad was significantly faster to install than other solar systems” said Ben Power, co-founder of
Solvest Inc. “It is the only single-axis tracker we would consider suitable for Northern Canada, where
ground conditions are unsuitable for traditional solar trackers. The Nomad survived a harsh winter,
where temperatures dipped below –40°C for multiple weeks and is on-track to generate up to 17% more
energy per year than a standard fixed-tilt solar array.”
About Cambridge Energy Partners
Cambridge Energy Partners is a manufacturer of movable solar trackers for the remote industrial
market. Their Nomad solar tracker enables both fast installation and redeployment yet provides the
same performance as traditional large-scale solar trackers. The company is based in Cambridge, UK, with
offices in Spain, South Africa and Canada.
For more information, visit: https://www.cambridge-ep.com/
About Solvest
Established in 2012, Solvest is the largest installer of residential photo-voltaic (PV) solar systems in
Northern Canada. Solvest specializes in end-to-end design, installation and maintenance for residential,

commercial and off-grid systems. The company has offices in Whitehorse and Yellowknife, with a variety
of projects in the Yukon, NWT, BC and Manitoba.
For more information, visit: https://solvest.ca/
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